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Welcome and Class Objectives

▪ Introduction

▪ Course Objectives
1. Outline common challenges facing businesses today

2. Define a model that any business can use to align people and priorities

3. Review a process to connect strategic plans with operating plans, 
budgets and performance metrics
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Growth Increases Complexity
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Small companies must be very careful when 
committing to new expenses. Liquidity and 
flexibility is necessary for survival.  

Many of these companies commit to a 
business model with smaller fixed costs, 
sacrificing margin, to achieve their desired 
flexibility.

Once a company has gained market 
traction, the number of customers, 
products, channels and geographies start 
to expand. This expansion creates a 
significant amount of complexity that 
becomes increasingly difficult to manage.  

At some point, companies must recalibrate 
their business model and infrastructure to 
enable more profitable growth.

Larger and more mature companies, if they 
have established scalable business 
operations, can reap the benefits. Careful 
planning and selective investments are 
required to formulate the appropriate 
footprint, business model, systems and 
operating infrastructure.

Small Companies Medium Companies Large Companies
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Common Challenges Facing Our Businesses
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Strategic Alignment
Leaders expect people to think like owners, 

but often they can’t get them aligned. People 
lack understanding of the company’s strategy, 
performance, resulting priorities and the ways 

their actions impact performance.

Disconnected Functions
“No idea what HR does every day, but we 

can’t get enough people on the shop floor.”

“My team fielded 1,625 calls last month, but I 
don’t know how that helps the business.”

Balanced Scorecard
“The executive team is committed to EOS 

Traction, but operations is laser focused on Six 
Sigma, while IT is pushing this PowerBI 

Dashboard of metrics I don’t understand.”

Enterprise Value
“Our owner only wants to know monthly 
EBITDA, while our President always talks 
about revenue growth, and our COO only 

cares about Inventory Turns.”

How ready is your organization? Is your exec team aligned around the answers 
to these questions? How far down is the organization aware and aligned?



Common Methods for Creating Alignment

▪ Key performance indicators (KPIs) are 
a good method for driving alignment; 
Business intelligence tools can provide
timely access to these important 
performance needs

› Balanced Scorecard is a popular tool
› Initiatives connected with cascading metrics 

(Hoshin Planning) takes this a step further
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▪ EOS Traction is a popular way to establish a 
structured strategic and operational planning 
program; An EOS consultant typically helps facilitate 
sessions and hold teams accountable

› Traction includes the Vision and Metrics of success
› Tracking progress is a key element of success



Limitations of KPI Driven Strategy

▪ Management by metrics has proven to be strong in application, but the 
benefits can be limited if they aren’t coupled with improvements in the 
business awareness of the people involved

› Management knows rationale for metrics but workers deeper in organization see the 
metrics as a black box output, disconnected from day-to-day activities

› Results in underutilized intelligence and motivation of large portions of the organization, 
and makes it difficult for people to work cohesively across other business units or functions

▪ Critical need: people understand how their actions affect the performance of the company
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Polling Question #1

▪ Which of these management decisions 
is not a challenge facing growing companies?

› Liquidity

› Talent 

› Infrastructure

› Summer Fridays

› Alignment
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Taxonomy Definition

▪ Definition of taxonomy (source: Merriam-Webster)

› 1: the study of the general principles of scientific classification: SYSTEMATICS

› 2: CLASSIFICATION especially: orderly classification of plants and animals according to their 
presumed natural relationships

▪ You can call it a model, framework, structure or language, whatever resonates 
for your team
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https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/systematics
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/classification


Building Blocks of a Value Taxonomy

▪ Simplified view of how the business works

› Operations → create business value in financial terms

› Use framework of DuPont Model to focus on key financial levers

• Net Profit Margin x Asset Turnover x Financial Leverage = Return on Equity

› Connect these financial data points to operational drivers or processes

▪ Avoid department specific frameworks; use this model during strategic planning, 
quarterly reviews and department meetings

› Connect plans, updates and investment discussions around bottom-line impact
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Example Value Taxonomy – CPG Company
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Value Drivers
• Metrics by which 

performance is 
measured by 
shareholders 
and executives

Operational Levers
• Departments, 

functions and 
processes that 
drive results

• Actions that show 
specific strategic and 
tactical steps that 
improve performance



Pricing Execution

Example Value Scorecard
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Revenue

▪ Order volume discounts

▪ Unbilled freight

▪ Low margin transactions

▪ Policy/process changes’
3-5% Revenue Growth

▪ Ingredient/direct raw 
materials BOM

▪ Packaging redesign

▪ Supplier negotiations

COGS

Direct Procurement

5-10% Savings

Indirect Sourcing
▪ MRO

▪ Office supplies

▪ Travel

▪ Professional services
7-10% Savings

SG&A



Another Example

▪ Executive level metrics are tracked quarterly; 
monthly each department reviews their 
performance against their Value Drivers

▪ R&D / Engineering

› COGS % Net Sales

• Item data accuracy >95%

• Top 30 BOM components all sourced by preferred suppliers

› SG&A % Revenue

• PLM license renegotiated, decrease expense 25%

▪ Distribution / Logistics

› SG&A % Revenue

• 92% outbound shipments planned for Q2

› Inventory Days

• Safety Stocks decreased 15%
• Inventory accuracy reduced lost sales by $50,000
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Benefits of Organizational Alignment

▪ Benefits

› Create common language for discussing business performance

• Educate people deep in the organization on how they contribute to performance

• Simplify concepts and terminology for people without formal business training

› Increase leaders’ ability to communicate how the company is performing and where improvement 
is needed most

• Create windows into the thought process and priorities of company executives and shareholders

• Way to evaluate different opinions and investment requests
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Ways to Build Your Value Taxonomy

▪ Orient it toward shareholder value → everything aligned to True North
› Shareholder value is the ultimate measure of the company’s ability to create value for customers, 

employees and communities

› Shareholders’ view of business performance should be your people’s view, too

▪ Make it objective, connected to your organization and accessible
› Do not include opinions; represent the facts

› Show how actions drive value, in plain English

› Consistently communicate how the model guides everyone to your destination
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Strategic Plan & Financial Goals
Metrics that Matter

KPIs → Value Lever

Connect to Operational Drivers and 
Communicate



How to Use Your Value Taxonomy

▪ Communicate how business strategies and 
operations create shareholder value

› Identify key financial and operational drivers

› Explain industry and internal factors 
impacting value

› Assess how business functions can contribute

▪ Focus on the value drivers that have the 
greatest impact

› Financial performance

› Operational performance

› Capability development

▪ Align activities across the business

› Prioritize investments against value drivers

› Incentivize behavior that supports priorities

▪ Measure results against plans and intended benefits

› Develop business case to articulate benefits 
and costs for initiatives

› Plan initiatives to deliver needed improvements
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Polling Question #2

▪ What are the three components of the DuPont Model?

› Revenue, COGS, SG&A

› Net Profit Margin, Asset Turnover, Equity Multiplier

› Income Statement, Balance Sheet, Statement of Cash Flow
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Using Your Value Taxonomy 
in Strategic Planning
▪ Decide where you want to go

› Vision and mission

› Strategic plan → Initiatives to get there

▪ Develop your roadmap for getting there
› Link strategic plan, operating plan, budget

› People know strategy and their influence

› Align resources to plans, including metrics and incentives

▪ Deliver results – continuously
› Forecasting that creates insight

› Forward looking metrics

› Risks and opportunities evaluated with time to act

› Clarity of commitments and accountability
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Addressing Challenges Requires Clear Planning
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Performance Discussions Keep You on Track
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Value Model
 Planning processes have explicit 

time frames…

…and directly connect value 
levers to operational initiatives

 Regular cadence of management 
meetings appears to be many…

…but when scheduled it greatly 
reduces the need for impromptu 
“hallway” meetings

 For this client, structure cut out 2-
4 days/month of meetings 
(depending on the SVP/VPs 
involved)

Not shown are Quarterly 
Townhalls where Value Model 
drives discussion on business 
performance and priorities



Some Questions to Consider

▪ Does your company have a clearly documented strategy today? If you were 
asked to define it amongst your peers, would all of you say the same thing?

▪ If a junior level staff person were asked to describe the strategy for your company, would 
they be able to do so and would that answer be consistent across departments?

▪ How is the strategic plan used within the company? What does it impact? What 
decisions does it change? Does it feel restrictive to driving revenue and profit growth, 
or does it feel like it sets appropriate boundaries and guidelines?

▪ How does your company track progress toward delivering the strategy? How do you 
know you are making progress toward it? How do you know it is still relevant?
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Polling Question #3

▪ What is the correct order of enterprise value planning activities?
› Budget, Business Plan, Performance Mgmt., Strategy

› Business Plan, Budget, Strategy, Performance Mgmt.

› Performance Mgmt., Strategy, Business Plan, Budget

› Strategy, Business Plan, Budget, Performance Mgmt.
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Polling Question #4

▪ Are you going on vacation this summer?
› Yes, I have already gone.

› Yes, I am looking forward to it!

› No, I am not going on vacation.

› I don’t know yet.
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Closing Comments

▪ There is no silver bullet for managing through all of the challenges 
businesses face, but a shared understanding, perspective and language 
can lay the groundwork for alignment around consistent value creation.

▪ Beyond tangible financial performance, organizational alignment creates 
a cohesive team working toward a common goal. The resulting culture can 
lead to improved performance and employee retention.

▪ Simplicity is key. How can you connect your people around a common value language?
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